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What is disguise

The disguise software is a real-time 3D simulator & media server that integrates traditional lighting fixtures,

LED screens and projection surfaces into one easy to use package.

Pre-production
disguise integrates a real-time 3D Stage Visualiser, media playback, and a timeline. It lets you model the
stage, view it instantly from any angle, drop video or still content onto the timeline and play it back onto
the stage, without time-consuming re-renders. It is therefore a very useful communication tool in the
early stages of a project. Showing a real-time simulation of a proposed design is faster, cheaper and
more effective than traditional renderings and fly-throughs. In the preproduction stage, it allows
designers, clients and artists to quickly visualise content and make artistic decisions, without having to
actually build the stage.
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Stage Visualiser used as an essential 3D visualisation and simulation tool in the pre-production phase.

Rehearsals and live production
However, disguise goes further than mere visualisation; it is designed to integrate with the traditional
tools of show delivery (lighting desks, audio and automation systems). The disguise software contains all
the video playback functions you would expect to find in a conventional media server, together with a
sophisticated timeline-based show control mechanism. Coupled with the Stage Visualiser, disguise
allows the designer to edit and sequence a complete show, present it to the client and get a sign-off,
long before the real stage is built.

Once the real stage is set up, you bring disguise (with the completely sequenced show) into the
production rehearsal, plug it in, and press play. Thanks to the Stage Visualiser, a highly realistic
simulation of the actual stage, you are guaranteed that the show will look the same on the real screen as
it does in the Stage Visualiser, aside from a bit of tweaking (and we give you an arsenal of tools to do
this).

disguise being used in the production rehearsals of The Weeknd Tour 2017.
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The added value of this is simple it saves time, and therefore money. disguise allows you to shift crucial
work forward in time, so you can spend time on making the right decisions before you go into
production rehearsals and start spending money. disguise acts as a central focus for the production
team, making sure that everyone can review everything so that mistakes are caught early, aesthetic
blind avenues are identified and avoided, and content is made to maximise the potential of the stage.

disguise used as an essential tool to successfully deliver The Weeknd show onto the stage, on time and on budget
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Main Elements

The disguise software comprises three main elements: the Timeline level, the Stage level and the Feed

level.

Disguise's key insight is to separate these three levels and to perform the mapping between them in real
time. Changes to any level can be made independently of the others; a change in the screen layout or
output formatting does not require a change of content.

Timeline level
The Timeline level consists of a timeline containing a number of content layers. On the timeline, you can
create multiple layers of video or generative content and position it on the timeline. By adding keyframes
you can control properties such as playback speed, brightness, colour, etc. Multiple layers can be
combined onto one single output canvas by using a selection of blending modes. This environment is
familiar to users experienced with commercial video editing software tools.

Timeline Concept

Timeline level sequencing video and generative content
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Stage level
The Stage level simulates your stage. It allows you to create any number of screens in all kinds of
shapes. Each screen can be placed at any position, orientation, scale and set to any resolution (up to 8k
in one direction) within the 3D scene. In addition, each screen has its own target canvas with an
adjustable resolution. You can turn anything you want into a screen, even entire 3D buildings, and design
your content with projectors, LED screens, or DMX lighting fixtures in mind.

The Stage can be created to precisely simulate the real stage that disguise will be connected to, with
each and every pixel represented. Content generated by the layers in the Timeline is mapped onto the
target canvases of the screens, allowing you to visualise the content in 3D from any point of view.

Stage level conceptual diagram
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Stage level visualising and simulating the set of the Superbowl.

Feed level
The lowest level, the Feed level, comes into play when you connect d3 to the real world: the LED
screens, projectors, plasma displays, or DMX lights on your stage. It allows for the 2D output screen
content to be formatted according to the requirements of the receiving LED processor, projector, or
lighting system.

Feed level conceptual diagram
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Feed level formatting the screen content to a projector system for the Superbowl.

Real-time mapping
Disguise's key insight is to separate the Timeline level, Stage level and Feed level and perform the
mapping between them in real time. Changes to any level can be made independently of the others; a
change in the screen layout or output formatting does not require a change of content.
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Real-time mapping between levels conceptual diagram.
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System Requirements

Warning: As of r15, we no longer support 32 bit operating systems.

Operating System Windows 7 SP1 + Platform Update, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 - 64-bit.

GPU 2GB Video RAM , DX11 compatible (only single graphics cards are supported at present)

CPU Intel i7 3rd Generation

Memory  4GB RAM

Audio Any permitted

Storage  50+GB

Recommended hardware

Operating System
Windows 7 SP1 + Platform Update, Windows 8, Win-

dows 8.1, Windows 10 - 64-bit.

GPU 1GB Video RAM , DX11 compatible

 Minimum hardware
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CPU Intel i5 2nd Generation

Memory 2GB RAM 

Audio Any permitted

Storage 8GB

Operating system
To run the latest version of the disguise software your system needs to have Windows 7 SP1 + Platform
Update, 8, 8.1 or 10, 64-bit installed and a designer license hosted either on a dongle, or using the
software only solution introduced in r18.

If you do have an installation or running problem, your system has an older operating system then
Windows 7 64-bit, or you do not have a license, please contact the Support Team.

Please note: Issues with NVIDIA graphics cards on Windows 8.1 should be resolved by
updating to the latest NVIDIA driver R331.82. Older drivers will not allow running disguise in
fullscreen or with multiple displays (only Assistance mode was supported due to
driver/DirectX changes).

For information on how to upgrade your Designer to the latest version please see the sub-chapter
Updating the software.

Virtual Machines - Parallels
Virtual Machines like Parallels do not run the disguise software, since disguise requires DirectX11. We
recommend Bootcamp if you are working on a Mac platform.

Designer-overview.html
https://www.disguise.one/en/learn-support/contact-support/
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Download and Install disguise

Starting the download installer

Please note: before updating the software make a manual backup copy of your .d3 project file
(not the whole projects folder), which is located in the specific Projects folder. If there is a
problem running the new release you can now revert to the backed up .d3 file. 

1. Ensure that your USB license stick (if applicable) is not plugged into your PC.

2. Ensure your PC is connected to the internet.

3. Download the latest executable disguise release from here. This release will only work for
Designer customers and for dedicated Hardware. 
To request a Trial version please fill in the form here.

Installing the disguise software

Step 1: Install location
On the first screen you will be prompted to select an installation directory for the program files.

1. Open the downloaded executable.

2. Select Browse to change your installation directory.

https://download.disguise.one/
https://www.disguise.one/en/get/get-the-trial/
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3. Select OK to return to the d3 installer window.

4. Select Next once you are happy with the installation directory. If you are upgrading an existing
installation of the disguise software, the installer will detect and use your current installation
directory.

Selecting an installation directory for the d3 program files

Step 2: End User License Agreement ( EULA )
You will be prompted to read and accept the EULA and all associated licenses.

1. Read the EULA and all associated licenses information.

2. Select I Agree to continue.
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End User License Agreement for the disguise Production Suite

Step 3: Component selection
Next, you will be prompted to select which components you wish to install.

1. Select the boxes to tick or un-tick components.

2. Select Next once you are happy with the selected components.
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Selecting components to install

Please note: if the installer detects that you already have a given supporting component
installed (e.g. QuickTime or CodeMeter drivers), the installer may deselect that component
to avoid unnecessary re-installation.

Step 4: Projects directory selection
Installing for the first time: if you are installing the disguise software for the first time you will prompted
to choose a directory for your projects. By default this is placed in your Documents folder, however you
may wish to place it in another fast storage driver (e.g. SSD drive).

Upgrading from a previous version: if you are upgrading from a very old version of disguise (R9 or R10
beta) the system will automatically detect and use the current Projects folder and you will not see the
screen where you can change your Project folders directory. As an R9 user you will be familiar with
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placing your data in blipdatad3. From R10 onwardsyou are now free to choose the location of your
Projects folder without the use of junctions.

Step 5: Installation
Your files will now install into their appropriate location.

Left-click Close once the installation is complete.

Uninstalling the disguise software
1. Open the Windows Start menu (bottom left of screen).

2. Navigate to Control Panel, Programs & Features

3. Double-click d3.

4. Follow the on screen instructions.
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Please note: if any unpredicted problems arise during installation/uninstallation please send
the auto-generated console file to the Support Team. For step-by-step instructions on how
to do this please see the chapter Diagnostics.

Additionally, installs supporting libraries for your convenience. These can be uninstalled manually if
they are not used by any other software on your PC. These are:

Select CodeMeter Drivers

Select QuickTime Player

Select Java Runtime Environment

https://www.disguise.one/en/learn-support/contact-support/
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Licensing

Overview
Designer licenses are available in two flavours, physical dongle and software only.

The physical dongle is USB based and can be used to host other supported licenses such as Notch as
well as Designer.

The software based option is tied to your physical machine, and currently cannot be moved between
machines. The software based option is ideal for customers who do not often switch machines and are
happy to have less portability.

Warning: Notch blocks cannot currently be pre-visualised using the software based
license. This is due to Notch licensing limitation.

Dongle Software
based

Portability Yes No

Notch pre-visualisation Yes No

License activates immediately No Yes

Time block licenses Yes No

Run The disguise software without a

dongle

No Yes
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Dongle based license

Obtaining a license
1. Dongle based licenses come in two parts.

a. The first part being a physical Codemeter dongle which can either be purchased from
Disguise, or users can use another Codemeter dongle. For example, the Notch dongle
can also host a Designer license.

b. The second part is the license itself, which, after purchase from the Disguise web
store, will be emailed to you in the form of a link.

2. Once you have the two items, you can proceed to activate your license.

Activating a license
1. Ensure you have the latest version of The disguise software downloaded and installed on your

machine.

2. Ensure your USB dongle is plugged in

3. Using google chrome, go to the web depot

4. Enter your ticket ID which was defined in the email confirmation you received from the
Disguise web store. the ticket ID format will be XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX.

5. Click Retrieve

6. On the following page click Activate Licenses

Your Designer license is now on the USB dongle and will begin counting down usage time when The
disguise software is launched for the first time.

http://www.disguise.one/getlicense
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Launching The disguise software
Once your license is installed, you can proceed to launch or create a project to load The disguise
software.

Viewing your license information
License information is available in Manager.

Help > d3 licenses.

Software only based license

Obtaining a license
1. Software based licenses (dongle-less) do not require a physical USB dongle and can be

activated on a PC as soon as your web order is completed.

2. Once you have your activation code, you can proceed to activate your license.

Activating a license
1. Ensure you have the latest version of The disguise software downloaded and installed on your

machine.

2. Using google chrome, go to the web depot

3. Enter your ticket ID which was defined in the email confirmation you received from the
Disguise web store. the ticket ID format will be XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX-XXXXX.

4. Click Retrieve

http://www.disguise.one/getlicense
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5. On the following page click Activate Licenses

Your Designer license is now on your local machine and will begin counting down usage time.

Launching The disguise software
Once your license is installed, you can proceed to launch or create a project to load The disguise
software.

Viewing your license information
License information is available in Manager.

Help > d3 licenses.
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Macbook Pro Retina driver issues
In 2012 Apple released a range of Macbook Pro's with Retina displays containing the NVidia 650M. Apple

shipped a set of Bootcamp drivers (used to support Windows on a MBP) with these machines and have

since released updates. The Bootcamp drivers that ship with the Macbook Pro present varying screen

resolutions to the program as it tries to start. This can cause failure to start issues for Designer.

Solution

1. Install the latest NVidia Drivers for the 650M from http://www.nvidia.co.uk/page/drivers.html

2. Disable Aero Theme

a. Right-click on the Windows Desktop

b. Click Personalize

c. Choose the 'Windows 7 Basic' theme

3. Disable Aero Peek Preview (in Windows 7)

a. Right-click the Windows task bar and choose Properties

b. Disable the check box: Use Aero Peek to preview the desktop

Completing these three actions should solve the majority of issues with the Retina Macbook Pro.
However, if you are still facing issues, please contact the Support Team.

http://www.nvidia.co.uk/page/drivers.html
https://www.disguise.one/en/learn-support/contact-support/
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Video capture
The Designer software can capture video from any DirectShow device, such as a webcam or other device.

To read how to set up live video input see Setting up live video input in disguise.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DirectShow
Setup-Video-Input.html
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Viruses andmalware
Viruses and other malware are potential problems that should be considered when using any software.

Recommended virus scanner
One option you can use to scan your machine for viruses and malware without reducing performance is
ClamWin. ClamWin is an open source virus scanner that does not have any active background scanning
and can be run from a USB pen drive or other. You can also download ClamWin Portable, which is a very
handy portable app.

http://www.clamwin.com/
http://portableapps.com/apps/security/clamwin_portable
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d3Manager Overview

d3Manager runs as a normal windows desktop application.

Manager lets you do the following things:

see what projects are installed on your machine.

see what multi-machine sessions are running on the network.

see which machines on the network are running the disguise software and which version they are
running

remote install d3 on rackmount machines on the network

navigate quickly to any local project folder.

run any local project.

view the projects folder size

run a local project in assistance mode (for remote diagnostic sessions, for example over Skype).

join a running session as an editor.

create a diagnostic archive (containing project, non-media files, consoles and telemetry) to send
to the Support team.

https://www.disguise.one/en/learn-support/contact-support/
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Creating a new project
You can create a new project either outside disguise in Windows using the d3manager, or within the

software itself.

Create a new project in d3Manager
1. Run d3Manager.

2. Click File followed by New Project.
Or alternatively, use the keyboard shortcut CTRL N.

3. Enter a name for the project and click Create.

Create a new project within the disguise software
1. Run the disguise software.

2. Right-click d3 from the dashboard (bar at the top of the screen) and left-click Project Settings...

3. Type in the name of the new project in the new project text field and hit Enter.

4. Exit the software, go to the new folder and run the new .d3 file.
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Template project
You can define a template project that all new projects are created from.

A template project can be any project that you have already created in the d3Manager. Whenever you
define a template project, next time you create a new project, the template project will be copied. Once
you have created the new project, the template is not referenced in any way, and changes in either
project will need to be updated manually.

Define project template
1. Right click a project folder in d3Manager

2. Choose the Set as template for new projects option
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The project will now have a template indicator in d3Manager.

Remove template
1. Right click the template project folder in d3Manager.

2. Left click the Clear project template option.
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d3Manager will no longer use this project as the template for new projects.
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Starting an existing project

To start an existing project:
1. Select the project name in the projects list.

2. Click the arrow next to the project name to view all the project files inside the projects folder.

3. Double-click a project file to launch the project. 

4. Alternatively, select the project and click the disguiseicon at the bottom of d3Manager.
d3Manager will now launch the selected project file. 
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Re-launching the last active project
This allows you to re-launch the last active project that was opened.

To open the last active project:

1. Open the d3Manager.

2. Click the disguise Icon at the bottom. 

Notice that as soon as you select any project in the list the last active project can no
longer be opened using the disguise Icon.
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Opening a project from file list
This opens the project from the file list. If nested expand the project folder by clicking on it or pressing the

spacebar.

To open the project from the file list:

1. Double click on the project
Or alternatively

2. Right-click the project in the file list.

3. Select Run project from the drop down selection.
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Opening a project in assistancemode 
This opens the project in assistance mode for remote access support, for example if you want to share you

GUI screen over Skype or any other remote access service.

To open the project in assistance mode:

1. In the projects list, first select the project you would like to open. 

2. Select Help from the menu bar.

3. Select Open project in assistance mode from the drop down selection.
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Opening the disguise Projects folder

To open the Projects folder:

1. Select File from the menu bar.

2. Select Open projects folder from the drop down selection.
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d3Manager - Networked Machines
By clicking on the network tab of the d3Manager, you can view machines on the same network that have

d3Manager installed.

d3Manager network view
You can view: The machines name, the version of software it currently has installed, the type of hardware
the machine is, and the status.

Install the disguise software Remotely
It is possible to install the current build you have installed on your machine onto another machine on the
network through the d3Manager. This can be useful for updating software on slave machines from a
Director or editor.

d3Manager network view
You can view: The machines name, the version of software it currently has installed, the type of hardware
the machine is, and the status.

1. Select the machine you wish to install the disguise software on.

2. Select the install remotely button

d3Manager Accessing project folders on networked
machines
To access the projects folder on a networked machine via the d3Net manager, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the network tab in the d3Net manager

2. Select the desired active machine

3. Double click on the machine name to open the projects folder
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Joining a session from file list
Join session allows users with disguise Designer to access projects over the network for multi-user editing.

To join a session from the file list
1. Ensure that the session icon is visible in the session column. If not you may have a

networking issue or you haven't set up your Director/Actor network correctly. 

2. Double-click the project in the file list.

3.  Select Join session from the popup selection.

d3-net-overview.html
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Viewing machines in a session
It's possible to view which machines are in a session, without joining it.

Hover your mouse over the .d3 file in Manager to see the machine names currently in that session.
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Hovering over the file shows the name of machines in that session.
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Assistance mode
This allows the user to join a network session as an editor and allow remote support for the user if a

problem occurs.

To join session in assistance mode from the d3Manager:

1. Ensure that the session icon is visible in the session column. If not you may have a networking
issue or you haven't set up your Director-Actor network correctly. 

2. Select the project name in the project list.

3. Under the Help menu select the Select Join session in assistance mode from the drop down
selection.

d3-net-overview.html
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Adding and removing project folders
This allows you to add or remove multiple project folder locations, enabling you to have multiple project

locations simultaneously. 

Adding a project folder:

1. Click the settings icon +

2. Click + Add disguise Projects folder in the drop down selection and select a new folder.

Removing a project folder:

Click - Remove disguise Projects folder. Notice that this will not delete the actual content of the
folder, it just gets removed from the d3Manager. 
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Expanding and collapsing projects folders
This allows you to expand and collapse your project folder which enables you to see multiple project files

within your project

To open the projects folder:

1. Select Edit from the menu bar.

2. Select Expand / Collapse from the drop down selection.
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Help Menu Overview

The Help Menu in Manager can perform a number of functions. It is the go to place for finding out the

current information about the install, as well as the license information (for days remaining on Designer

dongle).
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Project History files

Every time you run the disguise software, the .d3 project file (for example, myProject.d3 ) is automatically
copied to a folder called History in your project folder.

Backup files location for a project, used in case the current .d3 project file becomes corrupted or
fails to load

The file name of the backup copy is stamped with the date and time. The software manages the files in
your history folder so that you always have ten versions created within the last hour, 24 within the last
day, 7 within the last week, 4 within the last month, and 12 within the last year. If you should happen to
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lose or corrupt your project file for any reason, therefore, you can always access the project as it was five
minutes ago (or whatever your auto save duration is; see the next section on 'configuring auto save').

Restoring an backed up .d3 project file
To restore a backup version of the project:

1. Copy the .d3 project file from the History folder up into your project folder.

2. Remove the date suffix and double-click it to run it.

Please note: if you do not rename the copied .d3 file without the date suffix the auto-backed
up .d3 file will create two date suffixes after each other.

Please note: all timestamps are in UTC and not the current timezone of the machine.

Restoring an object after permanently deleting it
Objects emptied from the trash-can are permanently deleted in the current .d3 project file. To retrieve
an object, restore a previous .d3 project file in the History folder. It is even possible to rollback an
object to a previous version.

Warning: automated saves do not make backup copies of media files (audio files, still
images, mesh files and video files). You should make regular backup copies of the
entire specific Project folder(s) and store them on an external hard drive or network
store.
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Autosave
By default, the software saves the complete project every 5 minutes, as long as video is not playing (this is

because saving takes time, which interrupts video playback). Autosave also generates a snapshot of the

current project in the history folder contained within the project folder.

Changing the frequency of autosave

1. Right-click the State tab to open up the Program settings menu. Select Project Settings

2. Edit the autosave frequency (min) property to the number of minutes between saves.

Autosave Frequency (Minutes) property of the Program Settings menu is used to edit the number
of minutes between saves.

Manual save

To force the software to save all objects, hit Alt+w. Only objects that have changed will be saved.
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Warning: automated saves do not make backup copies of media files (audio files, still
images, mesh files and video files). You should make regular backup copies of the
entire specific Project folder(s) and store them on an external hard drive or network
store. For more information on where your specific Project folder is located please see
the sub-chapter Projects location/structure.

Project-location.html
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Checkpointing projects
Once you have finalised your show, you can lock it to the version of the software that you built it with, by

creating a "checkpoint".

Checkpoints are useful if you want to lock your project to a specific software version for portfolio
purposes, to have a known-working state you can go back to, e.g. for demos. We recommend to create
checkpoints only after a project has been finished.

Checkpoints are intended for archiving / demonstration purposes, not for running shows. 

Please note: Checkpoints are not intended for - running shows - they are intended for
archiving / demonstration purposes and saving project file backups; the disguise
softwareautomatically saves your project file regularly and on exit.

Warning: At present, Director/Actor operation is not guaranteed to work for projects
with active checkpoints. Disable the checkpoint if you encounter issues starting a
Director/Actor session.

Warning: generated checkpoints do not make backup copies of media files (audio
files, still images, mesh files and video files). You should make regular backup copies
of the entire specific Project folder(s) and store them on an external hard drive or
network store.

What a checkpoint does
A checkpoint means that:

A backup of the .d3 file is stored in the checkpoints folder.

A backup of the entire software install is stored in the checkpoints folder.
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The project is "locked" to the version of software that you built it in. Instead of the installed version
(e.g. r21), the one from the checkpoint (e.g. r18) is executed.

Therefore you can freely upgrade to the newest version of the software, knowing that the show
will continue to run exactly the same way as the day you built it.

You can still upgrade the show later on (See "How to disable a checkpoint" below).

How to create a checkpoint

1. Right-click d3 from the dashboard (bar at the top of the screen). Next select Project Settings.

2. Type the name of the new checkpoint into the new checkpoint text field and hit Enter.

New Checkpoint property is used to create a checkpoint that allows you to open the project
file in a later version of disguise

3. Wait until a label saying d3 checkpoint complete pops up. This should not take more than a few
seconds but may be longer depending on the size and number of resources of the project.

This will create a new folder called checkpoint in the specific Project folder. For information on
where the specific Project folder is located please see the sub-chapter Projects
location/structure. Assuming that you do not rename this folder the project will now run from this

Project-location.html
Project-location.html
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local folder, rather than the main disguise installer.

Checkpoint folder created in the specific Projects folder when a checkpoint is saved, the project
will now run from this folder.

Opening a checkpointed project created in an old release

1. All checkpointed projects created in an earlier release than r11 need to be copied
to c:/blip/data/d3

2. Open the project from thed3 Manager but make sure to add a projects folder that links
to c:/blip/data/d3

How to disable a Checkpoint

1. Make a copy of the .d3 file.

2. Rename the checkpointfolder, for example _checkpoint_old_ .

The disguise project will now run from the main disguise Designer installer on your system.

Please note: When you upgrade a .d3 project file, it may become incompatible with older
versions of disguise (such as the checkpointed version). If you want to go back to the
checkpoint (by restoring the "checkpoint" folder) you may also need to restore a backup copy
of your .d3 project file from your history folder.
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Project snapshots
Project Snapshots allows users the ability to save the state of a project at a time as a Snapshot. Users can

then recall these snapshots to compare different points in time within a project.

Overview
Project snapshots are an advanced saving function of The disguise software. They are intended to allow
users to restore a known state of the project in a single action (a snapshot). The use case for this feature
was for recording "shots" on a film set, but they can be used for many other functions.

Workflow
Snapshots are created in a similar way to saving the project
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1. Press CTRL S to save a snapshot, or use the Snapshot manager

2. Name the snapshot if needed (this is recommended)

3. Restore the snapshot later to restore the entire project state and revert once you wish to go back
to the current state

Example

Creating New Snapshots

Using Shortcut

Snapshots saved with a shortcut are applied with a default name, to save with default names open the
snapshot manager.

To save a Snapshot press [CTRL+S] (Saving a snapshot will save the projects current state and
all resources)

Using Snapshot Manager

Saving a Snapshot with the snapshot manager allows users to give snapshots custom names

To save a snapshot first open the snapshot manager [CTRL +O]

Type a name of the snapshot into the snapshot name entry field at the top of the snapshot
manager. (Designer will automatically timestamp the saved Snapshot name)

Press the OK button. (The snapshot will be added the list below)

Browsing Snapshots
The previously saved Snapshots will be added to the Snapshot List within the Snapshot Manager.
Snapshots are filtered by their timestamp of the creation. To browse a Snapshot created at a certain
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time simply expand the corresponding separator to view the Snapshots contained. Snapshots are
filtered by the following:

Restored Snapshot - The last snapshot you restored.

Restore Backup - Revert to the state before the last snapshot was restored

Last Hour - Snapshots created in the last hour

Last 24 Hours - Snapshots created today

Last 48 hours - Snapshots created yesterday

Last 7 Days - Snapshots created this week

Last 30 Days - Snapshots created within the last month

Older - Snapshots created older than a month ago

Restoring a Snapshot
A saved Snapshot can be recalled to return to another state of the project.

Left-click on a Snapshot within the Snapshot List to restore to that state.

The Snapshot List will update to show the current restored snapshot.

Recover Backup

A backup of the current project state occurs every time a snapshot is restored.

Left-click on Recover Button to revert to a backup

Backups are overwritten when a new snapshot is restored.
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Renaming a snapshot
Right-click on a Snapshot within the Snapshot List to open an options widget

In the rename field type a new name.

Click OK

Archiving a snapshot
Right-click on a Snapshot within the Snapshot List to open an options widget

Click OK on Archive Snapshot

(Archiving a snapshot will move the snapshot file on disk to an archive folder, archived snapshots will
be removed from the archive list)
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Console files
If any unpredicted problems arise during pre-production of your show just send the auto-generated console

file, i.e. the "blackbox" data of your session, to the Support team. By reading the console file, the support

team can quickly decipher what may have caused the problem and immediately respond with an

appropriate solution.

Finding the console.

1. Open Manager.

2. Open the help menu and choose open console.

mailto:support@d3technologies.com
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Please note: it is also possible to view the console within the software itself. Simply hit Alt-Cto
bring up the console. For other shortcuts please see the Shortcuts sub-chapter.

Warning: The console file gets overwritten every time the software runs! If you
experience a problem, quit the disguise software, save the console file to a unique
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name and then re-run the project.
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Diagnostic archives
Manager allows you to create diagnostic zips. A diagnostic zip is a zip file containing all relevant files need

for diagnosing any issues with the software. When contacting support, we may ask you for this file.

A project diagnostic zip contains:

the entire project excluding the VideoFile and the DxTexture folder. Please send these separately
in case they might help to debug your issue. 

Console files. 

A system diagnostic zip contains:

Hardware, system and licensing information about the machine.

To create a diagnostic zip:

1. Open the Manager.

2. Select the project name. 

3. Go to the Help menu and choose Create project/system diagnostic.
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4. The diagnostic zip file will be created in you projects folder.

Please note: Take note of the filename and location of the created system diagnostic zip. This
will be displayed in the DOS window that opens during the creation process. This will
normally be in your local appdata location. To access this, you may need to modify the way
that Windows displays files and folders.

http://windows.microsoft.com/en-gb/windows/show-hidden-files#show-hidden-files=windows-7
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-gb/windows/show-hidden-files#show-hidden-files=windows-7
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Before you get started

Make sure you've downloaded and installed the latest release (for any Designer or Hardware customers). 

https://download.disguise.one/
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Creating a new project
You can create a new project either outside the disguise software in Windows using the Manager, or within

the disguise software.

Create a new project in Manager
To create a new project see the Creating a new project page in the Manager section.
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Starting and exiting

How to open a project
To open an existing project see the Starting an existing project page in the Manager page. 

How to quit out from a project

Option 1: using keyboard shortcut

Hold down Esc , then hit Enter

This will save your project, and exit the software.

Option 2: using the interface

1. Right-click the d3 icon at the top left to open the Program Settings menu.

2. Left-click save and exit.

Scheduled exit
If you want to schedule exit at a certain time do the following: 

1. Right-click the d3 icon at the top left to open up the Program Settings menu.

2. Left-click scheduled exit to highlight the text field.

3. Type in the time when you would like the disguise software to close, using the format hh:mm. For
example, the below image shows it is scheduled to close at 15:00.
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Quitting using the Program Settings menu
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GUI overview

Overview of the Graphical User Interface (GUI): Dashboard, Notifications tab, Stage Visualiser,
Timeline.

Dashboard
This is the main menu of the system where you can access any system function. This is a standard object
editor showing you the top level state of the system; hence the name. The menus, from left to right, are:
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State tab

Right-click d3 in the dashboard to open the Options menu.

Project name

The name of the project: this is the name of the .d3 file you are running, not the folder you are
running it from.

Track

Left-click track to open the Track manager. This shows a list of tracks which you can choose
from and edit/play. All sequencing and timeline information is organised into tracks. The entire
show may be placed into one track or can be divided into multiple tracks.

Stage 

Left-click stage to open the Stage level. The Stage level uses the Stage Visualiser to view your
current stage from any angle and play video from the Timeline onto the stage in real-time,
avoiding the need for time consuming re-renders.

Right-click stage to open the Stage editor. This allows you to choose the venue, add or remove
screens, change the floor dimensions, change the number of people, set labeling of objects
on/off, set the rendering style of virtual projectors and change the camera point of view. You can
then create a completely new stage and use the Stage editor to switch freely between your
different stages.

Feed 

Left-click Feed to open the Feed level. The Feed level uses the Feed Visualiser to view how
content is mapped from your virtual screens in the Stage level to the physical output display

Tracks-Overview.html
Stage-overview.html
Outputs-Feeds-overview.html
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heads.

Right-click feed to open the Feed editor. The Feed editor controls how the screen content is
configured on the output heads. You can then create a completely new feed and use the Feed
editor to switch freely between your different feeds. This is very useful as you can switch to a
completely different set of output devices at the click of a button.

Transport

Left-click transports to open the transport manager. This shows a list of control objects which
manage all external show control.

Right-click transports to open the transport editor. This allows you to edit the properties of your
show control objects, dictating how the disguise software responds to or generates external
control signals. With this menu, you can set up MTC/ SMPTE clock chasing, DMX/Art-Net
transport control, MIDI show control cueing, MIDI transport control, OSC, and a variety of other
connection protocols.

Devices

Left-click Devices to open the DeviceManager. For more information on this see the Devices
chapter.

Right-click Devices to open the Devices menu. The Devices menu shows a list of active devices,
from which you can open a Devices manager that lists which internal or external devices are
installed. Examples of devices are MIDI control surfaces, DMX managers, video input cards, etc.

Video Input and Audio Output patching can be done here.

Brightness

Left-click the white brightness bar or text field to modify the master output brightness. You can fill
in any number between 0 (zero) and 255 (full) in the text field. These are the minimum and
maximum values. When brightness is at 0, the bar flashes red.

Transports-overview.html
Devices-Overview.html
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Right-click the Brightness control to open the Brightness editor. This allows you to edit the
minimum and maximum brightness limits, the unit step of a numerical property, and the damping
factor.

Please note: Note that this applies to the output brightness. The view within the visualizer will
not change.

Please note: When in a multi transport environment, the Brightness field will not be editable.

Volume/Mute

Left-click the white volume bar or text field to modify the master audio volume. You can fill in any
number between 0 (mute) and 255 (full) in the text field. These are the minimum and maximum
values. When output volume is muted, the indicator flashes red.

Right-click the Volume control to open the Volume/Mute editor. This allows you to edit the
minimum and maximum audio volume limits, the unit step of a numerical property, and the
damping factor.

Please note: When in a multi transport environment, the Volume field will not be editable.

Output mode

Left-click Fade Up to open the Output Mode editor.
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Fade down (flashing red button)
Does a smooth fade to black from the current master level. When faded down, the indicator turns red to
indicate that output is black.

Fade up (green) 
Enables full output levels.

Hold (flashing red button)
Stores the last active frame and holds that frame in the output device until further notice, enabling you to
continue working on the show in the Stage visualiser while for example outputting lineup content to LED
processors or projectors.

Notifications tab
The Notifications tab gives you a list of notifications and error messages, such as missing files or device
errors.

Stage Visualiser
The Stage Visualiser occupies the central portion of the screen. It shows a 3D visualisation of the stage
and screens, and allows you to move the virtual camera around the stage. The Stage Visualiser is
replaced by the Feed Visualiser when you switch from the Stage level to the Feed level.
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Timeline
The editor at the bottom of the screen is called the Track Player. The Track Player is used to control the
Timeline.

The top bar is called the Title bar, which shows you the track name and gives you a readout of the
current time, section and audio guide within the track.

The Layer editor is located just below the Title bar. It shows you which layers are active and where they
are on the Timeline.

Next are the Track bars which can be identified by the coloured section blocks. Each section has a
different colour and one block equals one bar (by default, one bar is equal to four seconds).

Below the section blocks, you can see the textual Timeline notes, followed by the Transport Control
buttons at the bottom of the screen (play, stop, etc).

Timeline-overview.html
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Navigating the Stage

Rotating around an object

1. Move the mouse pointer over the object you want to swing around

2. Hold down the left mouse button

3. Drag the mouse left/right or up/down to swing around the object

4. Release the mouse button to end the swing movement

Zooming in and out

Option 1
1. Hold down the right mouse button. 

2. Drag the mouse back and forth to zoom in and out. 

Option 2
Use the mouse scroll wheel to zoom in and out.
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Option 3
Hold down the Q key to zoom in. 

Hold down the left A key to zoom out. 

Zoom to object
Left click the object in the stage.

Press the F key to zoom to that object. 

Please note: these will only work if the Stage level has mousefocus; i.e. you should click the
background before these will work.

Panning the camera
Tracking the camera moves it to the left, right, up or down without changing its orientation.

Middle-click (click your mouses wheel if it has one) and drag, or

Hold down the Tab key and move the mouse left / right / up / down.
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Bookmarking camera positions 

Recalling a camera position

Hit one of the function keys ranging from F2-F11.

Storing a camera position

Hold down the left Alt key, then hit one of the function keys ranging from F2-F11. This stores the
current camera position on that function key.

Resetting the camera to its default position

Hit the function key F12 This will make the camera return to its central default position, i.e. south-
north facing, 10 meters behind the origin position (0,0,0) in 3D space.

Camera Bookmarks List
To open the Camera Bookmarks List window

1. Right-click the stage 

2. Select the Camera tab

3. Select the Camera Bookmarks List option 
Or alternatively
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Press Ctrl + B

Name
You can enter a custom name for each bookmark.

Position
You can view or edit the position for each projector bookmark position.

Rotation
You can view or edit the rotation for each projector bookmark position.

Field of View (FOV)
You can view or edit the Field of View for each projector bookmark position.

Goto
Left-click the button to recall a camera position using the Camera Bookmark list.
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Store
Left-click the button to store the current visualiser camera position as that camera bookmark

Lock
Lock the Camera Bookmark from accidental edits.

Please note: When using some keyboards such as on a bootcamped Mac, you may need to
use the keyboard shortcut fn.+F2-F11 to recall camera positions and fn + Alt+F2-F11and to
store a camera position.
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Keyboard shortcuts 
The disguise software is able to provide a full list of keyboard shortcuts.

To display a full list of keyboard shortcuts:
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Press F1. Use the Search field at the top to quickly find the shortcut needed.

Shortcuts window within the Stage level accessed by hitting F1

Hit F1 to close the shortcuts window.

Please note: The F1 window is context sensitive and will change depending on the currently
active level. For example, the Feed level will display a different list than the Stage level.
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Please note: this is not a definitive list, but is generated to the local machine so may have
local and language variants

Pressing F1 will also enable disguise to display explanations of object properties. For more information
on this feature scroll down to the section 'Object property explanations in the Editing objects sub-
chapter.

Shortcuts

General
Action Shortcut

Quit ESCAPE ENTER

Save ALT W

Console* ALT C

Debug Console* ALT D

Profiler* CTRL ALT P

Hold/Unhold ALT P

Sticky Window (pin)** CTRL + Left Click X on Header

Close Last Window ESCAPE

Close All Windows (Except pinned) SHIFT + ESCAPE

Screenshot*** ALT + X

Lock CTRL ALT L

Unlock Type (lowercase)- hydrogen
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Action Shortcut

Copy CTRL C

Cut CTRL X

Paste CTRL V

Help Menu F1

Show Options Right Click

Force GUI ALT G

Preview Output Feeds 1:1 ALT F

Undo Last Action CTRL Z

Redo Last Action CTRL Y

Fade up/Fade down BACKSPACE

Measurement Tool ALT + Drag from vertices of meshes and objects

Undo Measurement Tool ALT + Right click on the numeric text of the measurement

* See the Diagnostics chapter for more information.
* * Scroll down to the section 'Making windows sticky in the Objects/object editor overview sub-
chapter for more information.
* * * See the Making screenshots sub-chapter for more information.

Editors
Action Shortcut

Change field value Scroll or Keypad Up/Down

Rendering-screenshots.html
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Action Shortcut

Change field value by small amount CTRL + Scroll or Keyboard Up/Down

Change field value by large amount SHIFT + Scroll or Keyboard Up/Down

Submit entered text Enter

Select all text Double left click or CTRL A

Add Keyframe node Left Click

Remove Keyframe node Right Click

Remove Selected Keyframes Delete

Select all Keyframes CTRL A

Select Keyframes SHIFT + Left Click & Drag

Edit Selected Keyframes Right Click

Jump to Next Keyframe ]

Jump to Previous Keyframe [

Adjust the previous and following keyframes at the

same time (works when scrolling in the parameter

field, not directly in the keyframe editor)

CTRL + SHIFT

Zoom In and Out ALT + Mouse Scroll

Change to Next Sequence in Field Editor Keypad Up/Down

Open Multiple Keyframe Editors CTRL Left Click Parameter
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The Stage level
Action Shortcut

Rotate around an object Left Click and drag

Pan Middle Click or Hold Tab

Zoom In Scroll Middle Mouse Button In

Zoom Out Scroll Middle Mouse Button Out

Go to Camera Bookmark F2 through F12

Store Camera Bookmark ALT + F2 through F11

Select Object Left Click

Edit Object Right Click

Zoom to Object Left click object and press F

Enable Manipulators CTRL + M

Toggle world/object space G

Manipulators Offset mode E

Manipulators Rotate mode R

Manipulators Scale mode T
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The Timeline
Action Shortcut

Play Enter

Play to end of section Spacebar

Play and loop Right Shift

Jump to next section >

Jump to previous section <

Jump forward a quarter beat '

Jump back a quarter beat ;

Next bar (or time amount) Keypad Right

Previous bar (or time amount) Keypad Left

Jump to selected bar Enter

Split Section ALT S

Merge Section ALT M

Add Note CTRL N

Add Tag CTRL T

Open Quantiser ALT Q

Create Layer CTRL L
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Action Shortcut

Copy/Paste Layer CTRL C / CTRL V

Split Layer CTRL K

Isolate Layer Hold I and click Layer

Rename Layer CTRL R

Mute Layer Hold M and click Layer

Select Layers Hold shift and left click & drag selection box

Select bars Hold shift and left click & drag selection box

Minimise/Maximise track
CTRL -

CTRL +

Open Layer Library CTRL SHIFT L

Scroll to look ahead in Timeline while track is playing HOLD SHIFT while adjusting SCROLL wheel on mouse

Quantising
Action Shortcut

Jump to next marker ]

Jump to previous marker [

Set beat to be first in bar Shift and Left Click
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Feed editor
Action Shortcut

Isolate Selected Feed Rectangle Hold I and Left Click

Delete Selected Feed Rectangle(s) Delete

Frame Selection in Viewport F

Frame all in Viewport A

Nudge Selection Keypad Left/Right/Up/Down

Select all Feed Rectangles CTRL A

Copy Feed Rectangles CTRL C

Paste Feed Rectangles CTRL V

Director/Actor
Action Shortcut

Refresh Actors ALT R

Restart Actors CTRL ALT R

Start all Actors CTRL ALT S

Quit all Machines CTRL ALT Q

Quit all Machines without Prompt SHIFT ESC ENTER

Force Quit all Machines CTRL ALT X
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Supported file formats

The disguise software supports multiple content formats for Video, Audio, Still image and 3D model
files. It is important that these formats are used for optimal performance. Only formats listed here are
officially supported.

Video files
The disguise software supports Quicktime .mov files using the following codecs:

QuickTime DXV version 2. Download the DXV codec for Mac or Windows from the downloads
centre.

QuickTime HAP, HAP Alpha and HAP-Q. Download the HAP codec for Mac or Windows from the
downloads centre

QuickTime Animation.

Warning: We do not support Delta frames. Videos need to be exported with
keyframes at every frame.

NotchLC.

Premultiplied vs. straight/matted alpha
Alpha can be rendered into videos and images with subtle differences which can affect how they
appear when composited upon output. Premultiplied vs straight alpha will require different blend

https://download.disguise.one/#resources
https://download.disguise.one/#resources
https://download.disguise.one/#resources
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modes depending on which is used. There is no preference in the disguise softwareto either one, but if
using content with premultiplied alpha, it should utilize the Premult Alpha blend mode, rather than
Alpha, which should be reserved for straight alpha.

Also note that Premult Alpha is usually the only option available when creating fuzzy edges against an
alpha background, as the pure alpha workflow requires the colour which is being faded from to be
available at full intensity throughout the gradient, while only fading the alpha component. That sort of
thing is tricky to create in content creation packages, so falling back on Premult Alpha makes more
sense in those cases.

Maximum resolutions of video files and still images

The disguise software supports video files and still images up to 16384 pixels in one direction. 

If all heads are genlocked to the same resolution, a 4x4pro server can play up to 32 HD videos
simultaneously, when encoded to HAP or DXV (no alpha).

Please note: To read more about supported video loads see the individual product pages on
the disguise website.

Audio files prior to r14.3

Quantised tracks option 1:

.mp3

Stereo 16 bit

44.1 KHz, constant bitrate. Currently d3 only supports 44.1 KHz, any other frequency will

http://www.d3technologies.com/products/4x4pro
http://www.disguise.one/en/
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generate an error. 

256 Kb/sec is a recommended balance between quality and file size.

Quantised tracks option 2:

.wav

Stereo 16 bit

44.1 KHz

Quantised tracks option 3:

.aiff

Stereo 16 bit

44.1 KHz.  Currently d3 only supports 44.1 KHz, any other frequency will generate an error. 

For audio embedded in Quicktime .mov files:

.mov

Uncompressed

Stereo 16 bit

44.1 KHz.  Currently d3 only supports 44.1 KHz, any other frequency will generate an error. 

Please note: To read about multi-channel audio support, see the Output multi-channel audio
page.

Output-multi-channel-audio.html
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Audio files after r14.4
These audio file formats can be used on the audio layer.

Uncompressed WAV files with the following properties

Unsigned 8 bit, Signed 16 bit, 24 bit or 32 bit PCM, 32-bit or 64-bit floating point encoding

Sample rates up to 192 kHz

1 or 2 channels

Uncompressed AIFF files with the following properties

Unsigned 8 bit, Signed 8 bit, 16 bit, 24 bit or 32 bit PCM, 32-bit or 64-bit floating point encoding

Sample rates up to 192 kHz

1 or 2 channels

MP3 with the following properties

CBR up to 320kps (variable bit-rate not supported)

8 kHz, 11.025kHz, 12kHz, 16kHz, 22.05kHz, 24kHz, 32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz sample rates

Stereo, joint stereo or mono

Please note: The software internally uses a 32-bit floating point audio pipline, so best
performance can be achieved by using 32-bit uncompressed WAV encoding, at a sample

Audio.htm
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rate that matches your audio output

Audio files after r15.2
These audio file formats can be used on the audio layer.

Uncompressed WAV files with the following properties

Unsigned 8 bit, Signed 16 bit, 24 bit or 32 bit PCM, 32-bit or 64-bit floating point encoding

Sample rates up to 192 kHz

Uncompressed AIFF files with the following properties

Unsigned 8 bit, Signed 8 bit, 16 bit, 24 bit or 32 bit PCM, 32-bit or 64-bit floating point encoding

Sample rates up to 192 kHz

MP3 with the following properties

CBR up to 320kps (variable bit-rate not supported)

8 kHz, 11.025kHz, 12kHz, 16kHz, 22.05kHz, 24kHz, 32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz sample rates

Stereo, joint stereo or mono

Still images
The still image formats disguise supports in order of preference:

Audio.htm
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.png (supports alpha-channel)

.jpeg (does not support alpha-channel)

.bmp (supports alpha-channel)

.tiff (supports alpha-channel)

.exr (Still images only; disguise does not support real-time playback of exr sequences)

Please note: The maximum texture size supported is 16k x 16k. disguise processes very large
texture resolutions (4k-16k) faster if they are converted to HAP / DXV Quicktime movies. If
there are many still images transitioning on the Timeline it may be necessary to convert
them to HAP / DXV Quicktime movies.

Image sequences
TGA

TIFF

DPX

8-bit and 10bit is supported where applicable. All formats support the use of alpha channel (with the
exception of 10bitDPX), and any framerate.

Please note: Although other formats may work, only those listed above have received
enough testing to formally support.

For more information, see Image Sequences.

Image-sequences.htm
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3D meshes
.obj files only.

.obj files used as the mesh file for video screens need to be UV mapped.

.obj files used as the mesh file for Props do not need to be UV mapped.

Please note: To read more about preparing 3D meshes for the disguise software, see the 3D
Fundamentals sub-chapter.

Alembic files
In order to better support animating meshes, the disguise software supports Alembic (.abc) files.
Simply bring the file into the project by placing it in the mesh object folder, and select the file where
you would have normally selected an OBJ.

Currently supported:

Xform

PolyMesh

Not currently supported

Curves

Points

Camera

SubD

NuPatches

3D-fundamentals-overview.html
3D-fundamentals-overview.html
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FaceSet

Light

Material

Custom data

Writing Alembic files

Selecting Alembic objects (e.g meshes) in the stage.
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Project Settings
The disguise software provides some standard project settings which can be accessed through the state

menu.

This topic provides an explanation for each setting in the menu, as well as how to access it.
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Accessing the Project Settings
1. Right click on "d3" in the top left corner of the interface on the dashboard; this will open the

d3State Options window.

2. Left click Project Settings from the menu to open the Project Settings menu.

Project tab

New Project

Creates a new Project

Archive project file

Essentially a "save as". Type in a name and it creates a project file in the history folder with the name
you defined.

New Checkpoint

Creates a Checkpointed project. Checkpointed projects are frozen in time and locked to a specific
disguise version.

Restore Checkpoint

Restores a previously made Checkpoint.

Autosave Frequency

Defines the autosave frequency expressed in minutes. This defaults to 5 minutes.
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A new ‘Autosaving’ indicator with a 5 second countdown has been added in the bottom right hand
corner above the timeline.

Prepare to archive unused objects

Generates a batch file for you to then define an archive directory outside of the project file, thus
releasing the files from the disguise software. See Archive old media topic for more information.

Archive-unused-objects.html
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Unpack d3 file

Unpack the contents of the .d3 project file into a new 'unpack' folder, for advanced use cases. For
further information, see importing and exporting objects.

Consolidate tagged files into assets

This is used to upgrade old projects to use versioning.

User Interface tab

Framerate fraction

The fraction of the framerate that the GUI renders at. This option is used to sacrifice responsiveness for
performance. This option does not help in low latency modes.

1 represents full framerate

1/2 represents half framerate

1/3 represents one third framerate

Tooltips

Controls when tooltips appear in. Options for this setting are -

Only when F1 is pressed

After 1 second (default)

After 2 seconds

After 3 seconds
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Persistent Key Widgets

When enabled, key widgets will remain open on creation or on selection of a new layer with the same
property

Disable UI Transparency

Untick this setting to turn off transparency for UI windows to save performance

Unit Display Settings

Unit Display Settings

Defines the way the numerical values are displayed for Brightness, Volume, and Colour.

The options are:

Normalised (0-1)

Percentage (0-100%)

8-bit (0-255)
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Movie Output tab

Output movie format

Defines the output format for Stage & Feed movies. Options for this setting are -

Photo-JPEG (no audio)

Animation (no audio)

MPEG-4 (with audio) (default)

Photo-JPEG mov (OLD QuickTime players)

HAP (no audio)

Output movie FPS

Sets the FPS the output movies should be rendered at.

Stage movie size

Sets the resolution Stage movies should be rendered at.

Add head to output movie

Adds additional seconds to the start of the output movie.
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Add tail to output movie

Adds additional seconds to the end of an output movie.

Screenshots tab

Output format

Defines the output format for Screenshots. Options for this setting are -

JPEG

BMP

PNG (default)

TIF

DDS

Timeline Control tab

Global latency mode

Defines the levels of buffering and the rendering interval of the video output system.

Options are -

Full speed ultra low latency (no buffering)

Full speed low latency (one frame buffer)

Full speed (default) (two frame buffers)
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Half speed low latency (halves the frame rate, one frame buffer)

Half speed (halves the frame rate, two buffers)

Frame buffers are on the video output system, other system processing will add further latency.

Global refresh rate

Sets the project refresh rate. For more information see the Setting Project Refresh Rate topic.

Timeline audio device

Sets the default timeline audio device.

Deferred jump

With this feature activated, you can now hit the left or right Arrow keys (while playing) to jump Track
bars without losing sight of the original bar you jumped from (this bar will also continue to flash).

Global crossfade duration

Sets the Universal crossfade mode & duration for the entire project.

Reset on stop

This defines the behaviour of the Stop button. You can either reset to the start of the bar, or stay where
you are. The options are -

Always

When Quantised (default)

Never

Setting-project-refresh-rate.htm
Universal-crossfade-overview.html
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Video information overlay

Overlays some information on each screen in the visualiser. Options for this setting are -

None (default)

Resolution

Smoothness

Frame/Time
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d3State Options
The d3State Optionsmenu houses a number of key configuration aspects of The disguise software.

About d3 - Opens the about d3 dialog which details software version and license information.
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Project settings - Opens the project settings editor. For more information see Project Settings.

Notes.. - Use notes to type freeform text that synchronises over the network and is shared in the project.
For more information see Notes.

Media

Manage old media... - Opens the manage old media editor. For more information see manage old media.

Media ingestion history... - Opens the media ingestion history dialog. For more information see Media
ingestion history.

d3net

d3net manager... - Opens the d3net manager for managing multi-machine networks. See d3net
overview for more information.

Sockpuppet

Patch Assignments... - Opens the Patch assignments editor. See Patch assignments for more
information.

Bank Editor... - Opens the Bank editor. See Bank editor for more information.

Snapshots

Snapshots manager... -Opens the Snapshots manager. For more infromation see Project Snapshots.

DMX

All lamps on - shortcut to lamp on all DMX fixtures.

All lamps off - shortcut to lamp off all DMX fixtures.

Fade all inactive DMX fixtures to black - setting to fade inactive DMX fixtures to black when they are not
displaying content.

Force resend of static DMX values - Force the resend of static values.

Program control

Password lock - defines the password to unlock the software. The default is "password" but this can be
changed by the user. Emergency password for users who have forgotten the password they set, or

Notes.htm
Manage-old-media.html
Media-Ingestion-History.html
Media-Ingestion-History.html
d3-net-overview.html
d3-net-overview.html
Patch-Assignments.html
Bank-Assignments.html
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accidentally lock the software is HYDROGEN.

Lock - left click this button to lock the software, or use the shortcut CTRL ALT L.

Scheduled exit - set a time for the software to automatically save & exit.

Save & Exit - Save & exit the software. This can also be done by holding ESC and pressing ENTER. See
running & quitting for more information.
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Objects editor overview

Overview of objects

What is an object?
Everything in the disguise software is an object . An object is an entity that has a list of named
properties. For example, a Screen object has properties such as Offset, Rotation, Scale, Resolution,
Mesh, Pixel Mask, Population Mask etc. These properties can be edited using an object editor .

Types of objects
Every object in the system has a type. For instance, objects in the Stage Visualiser may be of the type
Screen, DmxLights, DmxLine, DimmableScreen, Projector and Props.

For more information on how to add screen and prop objects please read the next chapter The Stage.
Read more about the different screen types in the Screen types overview sub-chapter.

Screen object and its editor, everything in the disguise software is an object and all properties of an
object can be edited using an object editor

Stage-overview.html
Screen-types-overview.html
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The standard object editor
All properties of an object can be edited using an object editor. For instance, a Screen objects properties
can be edited using the Screen object editor. In some cases, specialised editors have been created to
provide more intuitive user interfaces. For example, the Track Player at the bottom of the screen is a
specialised object editor for the Track type.

Opening an editor for an object
To open an object editor:

Right-click an object, for example, any 3D object in the Stage Visualiser.

Making menu windows sticky
It is possible to make menu windows 'sticky. A menu window is simply a window in the software, such as
an object editor. This means that when you close and restart the software, the menus will remain open.
This is particularly useful if you are editing objects and you do not want to have to reopen all of the
object editors after closing and restarting.

To make a window sticky:

Ctrl + left-click on the close button (x) of the window. You will notice that the close buttons icon
changes.

Finding out the name of an object
Every object has a unique name; this name is displayed in the title bar at the top of a standard object
editor.
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Finding out the type of an object
To find out the type of an object, hover the cursor over the title bar of an object editor; a popup text box
will show you the type of the object.

Object type descriptions are displayed by hovering the cursor over the title bar of the objects editor
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Object libraries
The object library is a quick way to access stored objects within the system. Each object type has its own

object library.

For example, the Screen uses a bitmap object as one of its properties in the Bitmap object editor. The
bitmap property has its own object library where you can select which bitmap you want to project onto a
Screen object.

Using the Bitmap object library to select a bitmap to be projected onto a Screen object.

Selecting an object
You can open an object library by left clicking a property in the standard object editor. Left clicking any
object in the library will select that object.
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Selecting a bitmap object from the Bitmap object library

Organising objects in boxes
Objects are stored in named boxes and can be ordered from within those boxes (i.e. each box is like a
playlist). One object may also appear in more than one box. Left-clicking a box will show you objects of
that particular type only.

These boxes are represented by a list of tabs. Left-clicking a box tab opens up an array of objects below
the box tab while highlighting the selected box. For these reasons an object library can also be known as
an object box viewer.

Bitmap object boxes used to organise bitmaps by different types within the Bitmap object library

The all box contains all objects of that type, sorted either alphabetically or by date of creation (the most
recently added objects will come first). The trash box (represented by a trash-can icon) contains
objects that are no longer required.

All and Trash boxes used to organise bitmaps within the Bitmap object library

The Object Librarys top row contains a New Object field and a search text box.
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The Search box will help you locate objects more efficiently within the Bitmap object library

Reordering objects within an object box
Select the object box by left-clicking its tab. When the sort button is not highlighted, objects are
displayed in the order you choose. In this mode, you can click on any object, drag it left or right and
release the mouse button to drop it in its new place in the list.

Searching for an object
Left-click the search textfield at the top right corner of the object library and type in a search term. All
object boxes will be filtered to contain only those objects whose names contain the search term (case
insensitive). Clearing the search text field restores the view of all available objects.

Removing an object from the library
Click the all box tab and drag the object thumbnail to the trash box tab.

Restoring a deleted object
Click the trash box tab. Find the object you want to restore and drag it back to the all box tab.

Emptying the trash
To permanently delete the removed objects, right click the trash box tab and select empty trash.

Empty Trash deletes objects permanently from an object library
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Warning: this operation cannot be undone. The objects in the trash-can are
permanently deleted. If you wish to restore an object that has been emptied from the
trash, you will need to go to a previous .d3 Project file in the History folder.
Please see the sub-chapter Auto-backup for more information.

Moving an object from one box to another
Simply drag the object thumbnail and drop it on top of the tab of the destination box. This will copy the
object rather than moving it. By default, the object will be added to the top of the box.

Removing an object from a box
Drag the object from the box and drop it onto the desktop background.

Creating a new object box
Right-click any box tab to see an option that says new box followed by an editable text field. Left-click
the text field, type in the name of the new box and hit Enter (or click ok). This will create an empty box
with that name.

Renaming an object box
Right-click the object box tab to see an option that says rename box followed by a text field. Type in the
new name and hit Enter or click ok .

Renaming the User Manual box to User Manual 1
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Removing an object box
Right-click the object box tab and select remove box .

Organising boxes to reflect folder structure
By default, creating a folder within the objects folder on the drive will create a new box with that name.

If the folder contains other folders, then left-clicking this box will show you a second level of boxes,
representing the lower level of folders. Boxes that represent folders cannot be removed, reordered or
renamed; they are indicated with a small folder icon at the left of the box tab.
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Managing Objects

Right-clicking the title bar of a standard object editor will open the Object options menu.

Object options menu for a Screen

Renaming an object
The first option is rename, followed by an editable text field.

To rename an object:

Type the name of the object in the rename text field and hit Enter (or click the ok button to the
right of the text field). If the new name already exists, a small message will pop up explaining this.

Duplicating an object
The second option is duplicate , followed by an editable text field.

To duplicate an object:

Type the name of the object in the duplicate text field and hit Enter .
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Locking and unlocking an object
Objects can be locked to prevent other users from accidentally editing their contents. A locked object
shows a red title bar with the word [LOCKED] appearing to the right of the object name.

Locking an object prevents other users from accidentally editing their contents

A locked object can still be edited to test what happens when you edit its properties. However, the
modified properties will not be saved when exiting d3. Unlocking the object will cause the values to be
saved as normal.

To lock an object:

Left-click lock from the Object options menu.

Warning: people sometimes fail to notice the red title bar and make edits to locked
objects, expecting them to be saved. Disguise does not warn you that the changes
have not been saved when quitting without unlocking. Therefore be careful when you
are using this option. A future release will issue a warning if locked objects have been
edited and give you the option to save them.

Unpacking an object
For step-by-step instructions on how to import/export objects and from one project to another, please
see the Importing/ExportingBetween projects.
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Rolling back an object to a previous version
The final option in the Object options menu, roll back, is used to roll back an object to a previous
version.

Any time you exit the software, the state of every object is saved. Hitting Alt-W will also save the state of
every object in the software (only objects that have changed will be saved). Every object stores the
previous seven versions, including date-stamps, for when they were created.

To rollback an object to a previous version:

1. Open the objects editor and right click the title bar. This will open the Object options menu.

2. Select rollback from the Object options menu, then you will see a list of version date-stamps.

3. Left-click the date-stamp you want to roll the object back to.

The disguise software saves the last seven versions of an object with their date-stamps, opened by
right-clicking an objects title bar and left-clicking Rollback

If the object cannot be roll-backed because it has been deleted, or the current .d3 Project file becomes
corrupted or otherwise fails to load, it is possible to revert to a previous version of the .d3 Project file. For
information on this feature please see the above sub-chapter Auto-backup.

For information on how to use the other options from the Object options menu please see editing
objects topic.
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Editing objects

Types of object properties
An objects properties can be categorised into four types. Examples of these four types are described
below using the example of a Screen object and its editor.

Properties of an object can be categorised into four types: Numeric, Options, Object, Array.

Numeric

With a numeric property, you are asked to fill in a numeric value.

Options

An option property gives you a fixed option list to choose from.
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Object

An object property refers to another object.

The example above highlights mesh as an object property. In this instance the mesh property is set to a
Rectangle mesh.

Array

An array property is used when an object property points to a list of other objects when you wish to edit
it.

In the example above I have left-clicked the mesh property to open the Mesh object library. Notice the
object library contains further mesh objects such as Concave and Cylinder objects which can be
swapped for the Rectangle mesh object. This is an example of an array property because the Rectangle
object points to a list of other objects.

The information below provides a detailed overview on how to edit the four types of object properties.

Editing numerical properties
There are several ways to edit a numerical property:

Adjust using the scroll wheel

Left-click the property name or text field and use the mouse scroll wheel for adjusting the numerical
property. Each step of the wheel will add or subtract a step value. Holding down the left Shift key will
step ten times faster; holding down the left Ctrl key will step ten times slower.

Adjust using the Arrow keys

Left-click the property name or text field and use the Arrow keys to adjust the values. Each click of the
Arrow key will adjust the value by the step value.

Type in the number directly

Left-click the property name or text field and type in a new value to replace the old one.
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Type in a numerical formula

Left-click the property name or text field and type in a formula, for example, (1 + 5)*4 . Press Enter to
replace the formula with the result.

Change the minimum and maximum limits of a numerical
property

Right-click the object property name; this will open up a small editor with four values: min , max , step
and damping. By default, when min > max, there are no limits. If min < max, then the numerical property
is automatically restricted to the min/max range.

Minimum and maximum limits of a Screen objects Scale property

Change the Step of a numerical property

The step value controls the increment at which a numerical property changes.

Step value of a Screen objects Scale property
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Damping

If a numerical parameter is linked to a MIDI surface control, the damping value smoothens the incoming
MIDI value to a 0-255 range ( MIDI only ranges between 0-127). The higher you set the damping value,
the smoother the conversion will be.

Damping value of a Screen objects Scale property

To see how to link a MIDI control surface to a numerical parameter in the disguise software, see the
Expressions section.

Editing an option property
Left-click the option property name or value; this will open up a small menu with available options. Left-
click the option you want.

Option properties to decide how content should appear on a Screen object

Editing an object property
To examine or edit the object that the property refers to, right-click the object property name or
thumbnail.

Expressions.htm
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Right-clicking Mesh to access an objects properties, in this example a Rectangle

Editing an array property
To swap the object for a different object, left-click the object property name or thumbnail. This will open
up an object library. Left-click an object thumbnail to select that object.

Left clicking Mesh to access the Mesh object Library where you can swap an object for a different
object

Object property explanations
The disguise software is able to provide useful explanations on different object properties. To enable
disguise to display explanations of object properties:

Hit F1.

Hover your mouse cursor over an object. A text box should appear that provides an explanation of
that particular object property.
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Object properties explained in a useful text box when you hit F1 and hover your mouse cursor over
the particular property

Hit F1 to exit this mode.

Hitting F1 will also open a Shortcuts menu . For more information on the Shortcuts menu, and to learn
all of the shortcuts in disguise, please see the sub-chapter Shortcuts.

Separator tabs
Object editors may contain elements called separator tabs , which appear as lighter grey bars with a
sideways facing triangular arrow (when closed) or downward facing triangular arrow (when open).
Separator tabs hide additional editor text fields or command actions, collecting them into sensible
groups. Left-click separator tab to open or close it.
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Separator tabs dividing the Screen Object editor into Appearance, Output and Hierarchy
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Multi-edit
As of r16, you can select and edit most user creatable objects in a single editor.

Selecting multiple objects
Objects can be selected from their manager by holding CTRL and left clicking each individual item, or
by holding shift and selecting the first and last object in a range.
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Editing multiple objects
1. Right click the selected objects from the manager or list.

2. The multi editor opens.

3. Select the items in the editor you wish to edit.

To select all, use hold SHIFT, left click the first and then last.

To select a sub set, hold CTRL and left click the desired objects.
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4. Enter a new value for the field you are editing, press enter to apply that to all other selected
items.

Please note: Not all objects in the disguise software currently support multi-edit
functionality, so occasionally you may find something that does not work with this
functionality. If this occurs, please contact disguise support.

Managing parameters displayed by multi editor
You can show/hide columns in the multi editor by right clicking the header and toggling parameters on
and off.

https://www.disguise.one/en/learn-support/contact-support/
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Object assignment hotkeys
In r17.3 keyboard shortcuts can be set for user creatable objects, such as mappings, videoClips, Textures

etc, allowing them to be placed on keyframe editors via a keyboard shortcut.

Assigning hotkeys
Open an Object manager, such as VideoClip or Texture. This can be done from a layer by left clicking
the parameter to open the keyframe editor.

1. Left click the small arrow in the titlebar or right click anywhere in title bar.

2. The quick select slots editor is displayed.

3. Select a slot by left clicking, this highlights the target slot.

4. Select an object from the view by left clicking it.
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5. The target slot is populated with the resource (as opposed to adding a keyframe to the
keywidget).

6. Close the quick select slots to re-enable clicking a resource in the object view to target the
timeline.

Using hotkeys
When a keyframe editor is open that has objects that have hotkeys assigned, press the corresponding
number on your keyboard to quickly add that object as a keyframe at the current playhead position.

Removing hotkeys
1. Left click on a number slot

2. Left click Clear Selected or Clear All to remove all assignments.

The role of None:

By default the rest of the hotkeys (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0) are assigned to None. This does not represent empty
for properties such as Palette & Media/Video. The assignment of “None” within these properties to a
number slot is of utility as it can be used to cut a video to black. For properties such as Mapping
“None” represents the state of being empty.
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Object tracking source

Overview
Object tracking source, added in r16, allows the user to easily link an object in the disguise software
stage to an automation object. This helps to make it clearer, which automation devices are controlling
which elements in the stage and enables the user to assign whole sets of axis to an object at a time.

Workflow

1. Create objects in the stage, such as screens, projectors, props etc.

2. Create an automation device.

3. Configure the automation device.

4. Assign the tracking source of the object to the automation device.

Example

Generated workflow
When setting up your automation device, create the axis as normal, but do not set the property field or
object field.

1. Right click an object to open its properties.

2. Left click the Tracking Source field.

3. Assign the object to a set of incoming automation axis.

Stage-overview.html
Creating-a-new-Motion-Controller.html
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4. Surface should use chosen axis orbit/ position information.

Offset and Rotation fields should turn green to indicate that they are being controlled by
automation.

5. To clear, click the Tracking Source field and select None.

Per axis workflow
When setting up your automation device, create the axis as normal, but do not set the property field or
object field.

1. Right click an object to open its properties.

2. Left click the Tracking Source field.

3. Enter a new objecttrackingsource name and click OK.

4. Use the editor to assign each automation axis to a property of the object. I.E. Axis 1 controls X
offset.

Offset and Rotation fields should turn green to indicate that they are being controlled by
automation.

5. To clear, click the Tracking Source field and select None.

6. Also try to set and then adjust the frame of reference in order to transform the input positions.
E.g. units or stage center.
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Importing & Exporting Objects

Transferring objects between projects
Disguise allows you to export objects from one project, which can then be imported into different
project. For example, you can export a track, stage object or device from one project into another. If an
object is dependent other resources in the project (e.g. a track might contain layers which use a number
of different mappings), the software automatically bundles all dependent objects into the same export
package.

The examples here will show how to transfer a track, surface or screen position receiver from ProjectA
into ProjectB. Many other types of objects in the disguise software can be exported and imported by
adapting the steps described.

Please note:  From r14.4 onward, a device with an identical name as the exported object must
be created in ProjectB prior to using the import feature. This will be remedied in a future
release.

Please note: Any assets such as video files, bitmaps or screen meshes need to be manually
transferred to the new project's folder in windows

Workflow

1. Make objects (tracks, layers, devices etc) in Project A.

2. Right click the header of the object editor you wish to export.

3. Click the export option. The file is written to a discrete D3EXPORT file in the output folder of the
project.

4. In the project folder of Project B. Make a Packages folder.

5. Copy the D3EXPORT file from the output folder of Project A to the Packages folder of Project B.
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6. Create an object with the exact same name in Project B.

7. Right click the header of the object editor of your newly created object.

8. Click the import option an choose the file you wish to import from.

9. Left click any items you do not wish to import that may be part of the object.

10. Click the Import select objects button at the top of the editor.

Examples

Transferring a track to a different project
To export a track from ProjectA:

1. Run ProjectA, which contains the track you wish to export

2. Right click the track title bar to open the track editor

3. Right click the title of the track editor

4. Left click Export
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A file will be created in the output sub-directory of the project folder. This file contains the contents of
the track, its layers as well as any resources the track references (e.g. video files, mappings and audio
patches).

To import a track into ProjectB:
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1. In Windows, create a new sub-directory called packages inside the project folder

2. Copy the exported file into the new packages folder in ProjectB

3. Run ProjectB
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4. Create a new track called mytrack (must be exactly the same name as the track from which
you wish to import).

5. Right click the track title bar to open the track editor

6. Right click the title of the track editor

7. Left click Import
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8. Select the file from which you wish to import

A list is shown, which includes mytrack and also any dependent resources which were
exported alongside mytrack. If an object with the same name already exists in ProjectB then
you can prevent overwriting it with the version from ProjectA by clicking on it.

9. Click import selected objects to bring the selected objects into ProjectB

Transferring a surface (or other stage object) to a
different project
To export a surface from ProjectA:

1. In ProjectA, right click on the screen

2. Right click on the title of the screen editor
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3. Left click Export

To import a surface into ProjectB:

1. Copy the exported from from ProjectA/output to ProjectB/packages

2. In ProjectB, create a new surface with the name my surface (must be exactly the same name as
the surface from which you wish to import).

3. Right click on the title of my surface
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4. Left click on Import

5. Select the file from which you wish to import
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6. Click import selected objects to overwrite mysurface's properties which the exported data

Transferring a ScreenPositionReceiver (or other
device) to another project
To export a ScreenPositionReceiver from ProjectA:

1. In ProjectA, open the device editor

2. Right click on the title of the screen editor

3. Left click Export

To import a ScreenPositionReceiver into ProjectB:

1. Copy the exported file from from ProjectA/output to ProjectB/packages

2. In ProjectB, create a new ScreenPositionReceiver with the name mypositionreceiver (must be
exactly the same name as the device from which you wish to import).
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3. Right click on the title of mypositionreceiver

4. Left click on Import
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5. Select the file from which you wish to import

6. Deselect any objects you do not wish to overwrite in ProjectB. Click import selected objects to
import the selected objects' data
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Copyright 2022 disguise. All rights reserved.

Information in this document is subject to change without notice. The software described in this
document is furnished under a license agreement or nondisclosure agreement. The software may be
used or copied only in accordance with the terms of those agreements. No part of this publication may
be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or any means electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying and recording for any purpose other than the purchaser's personal
use without the written permission of disguise.

disguise
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